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Article 6

Gerlach: Within

Within
When will there ever be
enough time and patience
to live and learn
to see ourselves as being free

Jesus, Jamie, and Ann

The start of life is just a dream
until the ocean roars
from the incoming tide
the light shines down on the flowing stream

We smiled together,
but it wasn't enough
Our hearts are shattered,
knowing we need each other.
It will never be the same.
There was a reason, just as
waves splash against the rocks,
never knowing what to expect,
even though the shadows dip
into the valley of mountains.
One day, you and I can
walk the path
held by the love he suffered for us.
That certain love was for you
and you shared it with me.

Awakened with fear
but reassured by his love
and held on through the night
as the stars glimmer together

/

Holding on
reaches the lonely heart together
with his dream we bring love forever
and a chance ot fall free alone in his hands
A child can learn and live
through the promise of a colorful rainbow
life with love and support
with our strength it is our will to give

I love you!

The sky reflects our tears
that flow to the beaches
of our lives to fulfil God

Ann Gerlach

What is written in a song
has· been suffered in a life
creates that song of harmony
to grasp death by his love
as we are weak
can be blessed by God
life long

Ann Gerlach
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